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Abstract

Although micro-task crowdwork was popularized by the Mechanical Turk (MTurk) labor-market platform, it is useful in many other contexts and communities as well. Unfortunately, several MTurk design choices, such as worker anonymity and isolation, are problematic in other environments. This paper introduces Frenzy, a platform for friendsourcing. Frenzy helps people who are closely connected in a community complete crowdsourcing tasks on a platform that affords more user control and freedom than traditional crowdsourcing platforms. Our evaluation of Frenzy shows that friendworkers can find meaningful work to do, effectively use discussion to reduce uncertainty, and finish the task. Most importantly, they are happy with the quality of the output and indicate a desire to use Frenzy for their own tasks such as: creating wedding albums, coding social science data, and creating sessions of accepted conference papers.

Introduction

Crowdsourcing has been used to solve a diverse set of problems too hard for computers to perform. In particular, workflows comprised of micro-jobs allow people to contribute to a large task without making a big time commitment. While micro-work has become popular because of the success of the Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) labor market [1], the idea has merit for other communities (e.g., friends and coworkers) who are motivated by other incentives (e.g., a sense of community or desire for fun rather than economic payment). We term this type of distributed labor “friendsourcing” and call those performing labor “friendworkers.”

Unfortunately, several MTurk design choices, such as worker anonymity and isolation, are problematic in friendsourcing environments. Furthermore, in the process of translating a workflow and interface from MTurk workers (turkers) to friendworkers is surprisingly challenging. Friends are different than paid workers and one must design for them differently. Specifically, we note three key differences between turkers and friendworkers.

First, turkers get paid to use whatever interface you make for them. Friends, however, want interfaces that afford user control and freedom.

Second, often tasks that we ask the crowd to do are subjective. Workers don’t know that they are doing it correctly. On Turk, workers get the feedback of payment. If they are paid, then they assume they are doing the tasks well enough to continue doing them. Friends, however, do not get paid and thus need some other mechanism to let them know they are doing tasks well and making valuable contributions.

Third, for turkers, we construct short tasks that can be done massively in parallel. However, we don’t have enough friends to merit massively parallel work. Friends still benefit from short tasks so they are not overwhelmed by hairy problems. However, making tasks massively parallel no longer the primary goal.

Friendsourcing Challenges

Designing a platform for friendworkers is a challenge for the field of human computation. Friendworkers want a platform that is more open and has more user control and freedom and communication. But there are dangers of designing for those desires:

1. If workers have complete freedom to do what they want, then there is no guarantee that all needed tasks will complete. How can friendworkers be encouraged to do the necessary jobs?
2. Friendworkers must be able to easily find work they enjoy. They shouldn’t have to spend their time hunting for items that need attention.
3. If workers are allowed to chat, we must make sure the discussion is productive and does not thwart progress.
Frenzy Design

In response to this challenge we are building Frenzy, a platform for friend-sourcing that draws design inspiration from existing online social systems such as Twitter [5], Facebook [2], Google Spreadsheets [3] and MediaWiki [4] and is capable to enabling a number of typical crowdsourcing tasks: both independent tasks and tasks that result in the global understanding of all the data items. We now discuss how features of Frenzy address each of the challenges described above.

Displaying tasks On most crowdsourcing platforms, workers see only one task at a time: one image to caption, one paragraph to shorten, etc. HITs sometimes batch a few tasks together, but they never let workers see all the tasks because multiple people might work on them at the same time. In contrast, Frenzy displays a feed of tasks. The data item for each task is the subject of the feed, and the workers answer will go in the discussion section to the right. This way, friendworkers can easily search or scroll through all the tasks. Two mechanisms prevent workers from duplicating each other’s work. First, Frenzy gives strong visual cues as to the presence of other workers, a technique inspired by the way collaborative spreadsheets use colored cursors to represent other users. Second, Frenzy shows which items have been recently updated, and workers can quickly see the most recent contributions.

Finding work Frenzy allows friendworkers to find tasks though a mechanism we call actionable feedback, which provides feedback on how close you are to satisfying the system goals and gives you clickable items that allow one to search and sort the tasks. The owner/administrator provides completion conditions. For example, she can require that all images have at least one hashtag, or all paragraphs are 15% shorter, etc. Frenzy computes statistics and its feedback gives workers affordances to select tasks by their completion status.

Resolving uncertainty User agreement can be a powerful sign to workers that their answer is correct. While communication is problematic in systems like MTurk and the ESP game, since it allows cheating, it helps and motivates friendworkers. Frenzy implements two communication channels: a real-time chat client, a task-embedded discussion.
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